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Submission from Marine Scotland  

Brexit and policing 

 Note by the Clerk  

Background 

The Justice sub Sub-Committee on Policing undertook an oral evidence session on 
with Police Scotland on Monday 26 October 2020, on the impact of the United 
Kingdom’s (UK) withdrawal from the European Union (EU) on policing in Scotland.  

Following this session, the Sub-Committee sought details from Marine Scotland on the 
implications of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU on policing of Scottish maritime 
waters.  

The following response was received from Marine Scotland. 

Marine Scotland response   

Marine Scotland and Police Scotland had been working closely on EU Exit plans for 
over 2 years. In this time, a joint risk assessment was created for each exit date as the 
risks are slightly different due to seasonal impacts on fisheries. Our current risk 
assessments are considered to be robust and consider different threats from disorder 
at sea to potential blockades at ports. These risk assessments have been tested 
regularly and scenario exercises have been carried out to test our response and our 
interoperability with partner agencies here in Scotland and across the UK.  Marine 
Scotland and Police Scotland signed an Information Sharing Agreement to allow 
sharing of information and utilisation of our assets and surveillance capability to ensure 
a collaborative response.  

In December 2020 Police Scotland stood up the ‘virtual’ Multi-Agency Coordination 
Centre (MACC) bringing partner agencies across Scotland together,  Marine Scotland 
through its liaison officer has played a significant part in supporting the objectives of 
the MACC through intelligence sharing and situational analysis. 

Both Police Scotland and Marine Scotland realised more could be done on a Scottish 
Maritime Security picture and formed the Scottish Maritime Security Group which is 
chaired by Lisa McGuinness, Deputy Director for Marine Scotland. This group meets 
monthly and compromises senior staff from Marine Scotland, Police Scotland, Border 
Force, Transport Scotland, Maritime Coastguard Agency, Scotland Office and 
numerous other parts of Scottish and UK government including military. This group 
has three sub groups: 

1) Intelligence and Risk Assessment –  led by Marine Scotland, looking to 
ensure Intelligence flows between different organisations and pull together a 
high level risk assessment for all organisations in Scotland. 

2) Asset Deployment and Co-ordination – led by Police Scotland, looking to 
capture what assets different organisations have and co-ordinate response of 
these. 
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3) Policy and Ministerial communication – led by Marine Scotland and Scotland 
Office to ensure organisations policies align whilst also considering how best to 
keep ministers informed of progress around Maritime Security. 

On top of liaison with Police Scotland and wider Scottish Maritime Security Group, 
Marine Scotland has a seconded member of Joint Maritime Security Centre (JMSC), 
which is the UK government co-ordination body responsible for Maritime Security.  

In any circumstances where Police Scotland or Marine Scotland were unable to 
effectively respond to any threats, an escalation request would be put into this group 
to provide further support. Numerous scenario exercises have occurred and this co-
ordination body has been operational already with examples such as Marine Scotland 
planes providing surveillance footage to Maritime Security partners.   

Marine Scotland and the JMSC have worked closely on extending and enhancing our 
aerial surveillance capability which has delivered significant benefit to Marine Scotland 
and the wider maritime security partners operating in Scottish waters.  
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